February 24, 2008

Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549
By E-mail: rule-comments@sec.gov

File Number 265-24

Dear Sirs and Madams,

This letter comments on one aspect of the February 14, 2008 progress report of the Commission’s Advisory Committee on Improvements to Financial Reporting (the “Report”). It encourages parts of the Report recommending that accounting standards be formed according to the objectives they are to achieve. It discourages use of language in the Report recommending that accounting standards be principles-based. The former recommendation, to let objectives determine form, is the one that the Commission endorsed in its 2003 study required by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. To recommend that standards be principles-based would be to put form ahead of objectives.

The Report veers between these recommendations, sometimes (1) recommending having objectives determine form, (2) putting form ahead of objectives and (3) treating them as if they are the same thing. The Report could be improved if it clarified that the form that standards take should be determined by the objectives that they are to achieve and that phrases describing form, such as principles-based, obscure that recommendation.

1. Encouragement: Objectives Determine Form. In the middle of the Report, discussion reflects the importance of defining objectives first and determining what form to use second. At page 50, the Report states: “Rather than engaging in a debate over terms such as ‘principles-based,’ ‘objectives-orientied,’ or ‘rules-based,’ we prefer to think of the design of accounting standards in terms of the characteristics they should possess (emphasis added).” The second half of that statement seems correct and I would add that the characteristics that standards should possess may differ with context. Sometimes desired characteristics will lead to the formulation of principles, sometimes to rules, sometimes to hybrids, sometimes to factor tests, and sometimes to other modes of expression. These realities seem acknowledged by, and consistent with, the conclusion in this part of the Report (at page 51): “we are considering supporting the increased use of

---

objectives-oriented standards.” That is a practical notion in accord with the Commission’s 2003 study.² It has nothing to do with what form standards take.

2. Discouragement: Form Ahead of Objectives. In contrast, other parts of the Report seem to favor principles-based standards, without regard to objectives. The Report’s Executive Overview twice states (at pages 4 and 5) its recommendation that accounting standard setters should use “more principles and fewer detailed rules.” True, the Commission’s 2003 study signaled a modest preference for principles than rules but only when doing so is possible given objectives. It is a mistake to prefer principles to rules for the sake of preferring principles to rules. The issue is what objectives a standard setter is trying to achieve. Objectives are about substance; to write standards using words that typify principles or words that typify rules (or other mode of expression) is about form.

A possible reason to prefer the form of principles to the form of rules (or other mode of expression) is the commonly heard view that rules invite abuse and that principles prevent it. The Report says (at page 62) that principles may be better for investors because they do not present manipulation risk, that rules can, to follow accounting standards while obscuring economic substance. But the Report also acknowledges, if implicitly, the limitations of this commonly heard assertion. It introduces the assertion with the phrase “If properly implemented.” That is the fighting issue: proper implementation of any form of provision (rule, principle, hybrid, factor test) will do the trick. The choice of form to achieve an objective must include consideration of the probability that it will be properly implemented.³

Beyond requiring a good defense of any abstract preference favoring principles over rules (or a preference favoring any form over any other form), analysis would require basic additional elements. These include exploring what a principle is and what a rule is and how to describe a standard that contains both a principle and a rule.⁴ Analysis would also have to acknowledge that standards can assume totally different forms other than rule or principle, including factor tests and innumerable hybrids. Analysis must ask

---

² A sub-committee advised the Committee as follows: “the principles vs. rules dichotomy is a specious debate and certain circumstances require more guidance than others.” SEC Advisory Committee on Improvements to Financial Reporting, Subcommittee I: Substantive Complexity, Report for Discussion at November 2, 2007, Full Committee Meeting, at p. 9, http://www.sec.gov/about/offices/oca/acidfr/acidfr-scl-report.pdf. It could be helpful for the Report to reflect the wisdom of this statement more forcibly.

³ Many issues in addition to manipulation risk contribute to defining a standard’s objective. Examples include conservatism, consistency, comparability, certainty, contextual flexibility, relevance and reliability.

⁴ The importance of this element can be seen by observing that this part of the Report recommends “more principles and fewer detailed rules (emphasis added).” The adjective detailed to modify rules suggests there is nothing inherently obnoxious about rules but about detailed rules. This is a thicket, of course, for many rules are not detailed at all (the elementary example is a 55 mph speed limit) while many principles are notoriously detailed (the anti-fraud principles of the federal securities laws are a familiar example).
the fundamental question: what is the objective being sought by a given standard and what form is best calculated to achieve it.\textsuperscript{5}

These issues and limitations of the binary principles-rules classification scheme can be seen in examples in the Report’s Appendix B. On page B-8, the Report mentions a recent standard on variable interest entities. It notes how the standard contemplates evaluating whether to consolidate such entities according to control over a majority of the risks and rewards of ownership. The Report states: “This model has led some to assert that [it] is a principles-based standard.” The next sentence states: “However, even [this standard] contains a rule of thumb—a presumption….” In fact, it does not matter whether this provision is principles-based, rules-based, principles-rules mixed, or any other classification; and the energy spent trying to classify standards using these labels is wasted energy. What matters is whether the standard’s choice of form, whatever it is, is reasonably calculated to achieve its objective.

3. \textit{Error: Equating Objectives with Form (Principles).} Besides sometimes treating substantive objectives as most important and sometimes the form of principles as most important, yet a third view in the Report suggests that these are the same thing. In two sentences on page 50, the Report equates objectives-oriented with principles-oriented.\textsuperscript{6} But these are very different ideas. The Commission’s idea of objectives is to orient standard setters, when writing standards, to write them in whatever form is best calculated to achieve objectives. A directive to write standards using principles is a preference for principles without regard to what the standard setter is trying to achieve. The Report could be improved by removing this equation, stating clearly the differences between the two, and then, following the Commission, coming down squarely in favor of making objectives matter first and then choosing the form best calculated to achieve them second.\textsuperscript{7}

Sincerely,

\textbf{L. A. Cunningham}

Lawrence A. Cunningham

\textsuperscript{5} For results of my struggle and research on these matters, see Lawrence A. Cunningham, \textit{A Prescription to Retire the Rhetoric of “Principles-Based Systems” in Corporate Law, Securities Regulation and Accounting}, 60 \textit{Vanderbilt Law Review} 1411 (2007).

\textsuperscript{6} See Report at p. 50 (“a move toward more objectives-oriented (or principles-based) standards may ultimately improve the quality of financial reporting”); \textit{id.} (the Commission “has long been supportive of principles-based (or objectives-oriented) standards”).

\textsuperscript{7} It appears that different parts of the Report were written by people holding different views on the issues evaluated. This may be a desirable attribute of the public policy formulation process being engaged in. Other evidence of this includes how the term principles-based is used with quotation marks around it in parts of the Report and without quotation marks in other parts. Whether one agrees with the views in this letter or not, the Committee has a valuable opportunity to clear up widespread confusion over this term, its meaning and what, if anything, it has to do with financial reporting, now or as improved.